
Jenesis Software Celebrates the Promotion of
Brian Parker to Senior JenesisNow Developer

Jenesis Software is excited to announce the

promotion of Brian Parker to the role of Senior

JenesisNow Developer.

ELON, NC, UNITED STATES, February 19, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Jenesis Software, the

company for JenesisNow, a web-based system

designed to manage insurance agencies, is excited to announce the promotion of Brian Parker to

the role of Senior JenesisNow Developer. This promotion is a milestone in Brian's career.

Recognizes his invaluable contributions to both the company and the JenesisNow product.

Brian is a developer with an

uncanny gift of being able to

think outside of the box and

come up with unique

solutions to problems or

creations that no one else

would ever think of.”

Derek Honeycutt, Product

Development Manager at

Jenesis Software

Brian Parker’s journey in technology began at age nine

when he ignited a passion for computers that eventually

led him to a successful career in software development.

With a computer science and engineering background,

Brian found his way to Jenesis, where he has developed

and enhanced JenesisNow. 

“Brian is a developer with an uncanny gift of being able to

think outside of the box and come up with unique

solutions to problems or creations that no one else would

ever think of.  His ability to understand the most complex

things, even if he has never seen or heard of them,

astounds me,” said Derek Honeycutt, Product

Development Manager at Jenesis Software.

His ability to learn skills quickly and apply them effectively to programming projects has made

him an integral part of the team. Brian enjoys activities outside of work, such as camping and

snow in his home state of Pennsylvania.

As a JenesisNow Developer, Brian has created feature enhancements and resolved customer

issues. His promotion as Senior JenesisNow Developer reflects his dedication, expertise, and

leadership qualities. In this position, Brian will continue his work on developing JenesisNow and

take on the responsibility of leading the development team. He will ensure that the code follows
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industry standards and remains in condition by creating guides on practices, reviewing the code

conducting audits, and improving the development processes.

Jenesis Software has been a leading provider of insurance agency management solutions for

over twenty years. Its innovative products, like JenesisNow, have revolutionized how insurance

agencies operate. This online system simplifies agency operations with integrations, credit card

processing, electronic signatures, simplified Acord form filling, and more. Jenesis Software's

commitment to innovation and excellence has established it as a trusted partner for insurance

agencies.

Brian's promotion demonstrates Jenesis Software's commitment to nurturing talent within its

team and its dedication to offering top-notch solutions to its clients. His leadership skills and

expertise will play a role in driving the success of JenesisNow. The company is determined to

meet the evolving needs of its insurance clients through cutting-edge technology and exceptional

service.

Join us in congratulating Brian on his deserved promotion. We are thrilled about what is ahead

for JenesisNow, and we are excited Brian will make an impact in his new role.

Please visit our website to learn more about Jenesis Software and the JenesisNow system at

www.jenesissoftware.com. 

About Jenesis Software:

Jenesis Software provides a web-based insurance agency management system, JenesisNow. It is

an intelligent tool that simplifies running an insurance agency with features such as smart

integrations, credit card processing, electronic signatures, auto-filling Acord forms, smart task

reminders, calendar and email integration, time clock, built-in marketing tools, company

downloads, and more. For over 20 years, Jenesis Software has partnered with independent

insurance agencies, continuously innovating and maintaining a respected name in the industry.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/689724913
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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